
Innovator’s Training:

Discipleship, Evangelism, 

Contextual Intelligence



Prayer











Wildwood Church



TYPICAL WEEK AT 
WILDWOOD UMC







15 Contextual Forms of 
Analog Church



Then Came 
COVID-19!



Hybrid Fresh Expressions



Hybrid Fresh Expressions



Hybrid Fresh Expressions



Digital Fresh Expressions



Ministry during the 
pandemic…





COVID-19 has 
only 

accelerated 
what already 

was…



The 

60/40 

problem 



THIRD LARGEST MISSION 

FIELD IN THE WORLD



Churchgoing

The American Church Research Project

Less than 20% of the population attends a Christian Church on 

any given Sunday.  The national average is 17%.



Thom Rainer

Generations Involved in Church



Church attendance - US



There is at least 40% of our 

population for which the Sunday 

morning worship service model will 

not reach. We need to have churches 

that focus on this percentage and on 

the other percentage. Both are 

necessary.

Right now, most of our eggs are in 

one basket. 

Putting it together



What’s Changed? 

Post-Everything





On the backdrop of a desert 
of decline, the Spirit has 
been up to something!











Let’s Watch and Reflect!



WILDWOOD UMC Video







In the language of the NW Ohio 
Synod Fresh Expressions are…

“New Communities”



Connecting 
in First, 

Second, and 
Third Places



Around 
practices

Connected by flows



Back to the future?



“a priest, especially in the New Testament, was not made but 

was born. He was created, not ordained. He was born not 

indeed of flesh, but through a birth of the Spirit, by water and 

the Spirit in the washing of regeneration (John 3:6f.; Titus 

3:5f.). Indeed, all Christians are priests and all priests are 

Christian” Martin Luther (AE 40:19).

Back to the future?



“Every occupation has its own honor before God. Ordinary 

work is a divine vocation or calling. In our daily work no 

matter how important or mundane we serve God by 

serving the neighbor and we also participate in God’s on-

going providence for the human race.”

-Martin Luther



Evangelism, discipleship, and church planting are not 

programs, departments, or the expertise of specialists. They 

are a single move of the Spirit that flows through the life of 

every Jesus follower. 













Let’s Watch and Reflect!





Let’s Watch and Reflect!

• What did you notice?

• What connections can you make with innovation? 

• What might this look like in the local church?



Blended Ecology: Deep & Wild
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Acts 15





When Gathered AND Scattered, Analog AND Digital are 
grafted together…

A BLENDED ECOLOGY CHURCH









A: 
Cultivating



B: 
Seeding



Grafting

C: 
Grafting



Hybrid Organism Hybrid 
Organism 



Quick Break!



How?



Blended Ecology
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Step “0” Prayer



What is our “Why”?



© 2020 Fresh Expressions US

The first task of a leader is to paint an accurate 
picture of reality. 



Key Term:

Contextual Intelligence: is the ability to accurately diagnose a 
context and make the correct decisions regarding what to do.
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Key Texts:

“Of Issachar, those who had understanding of the 

times, to know what Israel ought to do, two hundred 

chiefs, and all their kindred under their 

command.” 

1 Chronicles 12:32 (italics mine)



Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus,

who, though he was in the form of God,

did not regard equality with God

as something to be exploited,

but emptied himself,   taking the form of a slave,

being born in human likeness.

And being found in human form,

he humbled himself

and became obedient to the point of death-

even death on a cross.

Therefore God also highly exalted him

and gave him the name

that is above every name,

so that at the name of Jesus

every knee should bend,

in heaven and on earth and under the earth,

and every tongue should confess

that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.

Philippians 2:1-11



“The idea that one can or could at any time separate out by 
some process of distillation a pure gospel unadulterated by 

any cultural accretions is an illusion. It is, in fact, an 
abandonment of the gospel, for the gospel is about the 

word made flesh.”

-Leslie Newbigin
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A gospel that is not contextualized is not 
faithful to the gospel. 
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A church this is not a contextualized expression of 
its community is not faithful to the gospel. 
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The Real Challenge: Mental Models

MIT systems scientist Peter Senge describes mental models as 
“deeply held internal images of how the world works, images that 

limit us to familiar ways of thinking and acting.” 

These mental models determine not only how we make sense of 
our environments, how we see, but also shape how we act. Some 
of the best ideas fail, brilliant strategies never get translated into 

action, because they conflict with these deeply held mental 
models. 

Senge, Peter M. The fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of the Learning Organization (New York: Doubleday/Currency, 2006), 163.



“Mental models deeply embedded in the 
firms management traditions win the battle 

and suffocate the innovation.”



The Cul-de-Sac



Contextual Intelligence: 

Yale psychologist Robert Sternberg (1985) first popularized the 
term “contextual intelligence” in his contention that any 
intelligence must take place in an actual context, and its 

assessment must be contextually oriented. 
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“In Their Time” 
Mayo and Nohira conducted an exhaustive study of a “canon of business legends” 

and discovered that what each person had in common was a leadership “that springs 
forth from an appreciation and understanding of one’s situation in the world” … 

“how to make sense of one’s time and to seize opportunities” … 

Contextual Intelligence is “a sensing capability, the profound sensitivity to macro-
level contextual factors in the creation, growth, or transformation of business.”

Mayo, Anthony J., and Nitin Nohria. In their time : the greatest business leaders of the twentieth century. Boston, Mass: Harvard Business School Press, 
2005, P.  XV.
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Tarun Khanna coined the term “institutional voids,” to describe 
the absence of intermediaries like market research firms and 
credit card systems to efficiently connect buyers and sellers in 
emerging markets. Quite simply, these voids occur when the 

institutional arrangements that support the market are absent, 
weak or fail to fulfill their roles. Planting a franchise in a foreign 
context without sensitivity to these voids is sure to produce a 

failed venture. 

• Khanna, Tarun. “A Case for Contextual Intelligence.” Management International Review (MIR) 55, no. 2 (April 2015): 181–90. P. 181. 
doi:10.1007/s11575-015-0241-z.

-

Institutional Voids  



Institutional Voids  





Move beyond problem solving; focus on purpose 



27

Be steady in purpose and 
flexible in strategy. 



Willingness to 

Reimagine Church

Exercise! 



What is church?
• Sanctuary Sunday School Youth 

• Jesus Coffee God

• Worship service Holy Spirit VBS

• Children’s Ministry Choir Bible

• Music Potluck dinners Baptism

• Prayer Preacher Mission

• Women’s Ministry Communion Hospitality

• Bible Study Evangelism Fellowship

• Softball Team Outreach Committees

• Organ Money Worship

• Book of Common Worship Book of Discipline Offering

• Hymnal Nursery Mission trips

• Band  Ministry



One. 

Holy. 

Catholic. 

Apostolic.



holy
worship
up

apostolic
mission
out

one
community

in

catholic
connection

of

What does “church” look like?



ALL THREE ARE NEEDED IN THIS MOVEMENT!

INNOVATOR SUPPORTER

PERMISSION 

GIVER



Innovators: People who are passionate about 

mission on the edges.

Supporters: People who are passionate about 

supporting and releasing pioneers.

Permission Givers: People who use their role to 

foster release of pioneers and to influence the 

system to be more willing to experiment.



Step 1: Form a “New Community” Team
On that team, you want a healthy mix of pioneers, supporters and 

permission givers. You also want “persons of peace” if you have 

any (for instance Moe’s Southwest Grill)

Definitions: 

Innovators: Are passionate about mission on the edges

Supporters: Are passionate about supporting and releasing 

pioneers

Permission Givers: People who use their role to foster release of 

pioneers and to influence the system to be more willing to 

experiment

Person of Peace: The “welcomer” who opens the door to a 

community. They invite you in and give access to the relational 

network (Luke 10). 
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STEP 2: “People Map” the ecosystem.

-Use tools like Mission InSite to understand 

the make up of the community. 

-Create a “People Map.” This can be as 

simple as a white board and a marker.

Pick “home bases” or “third places” 

-Where is community already happening?

-Who are the “persons of peace”?
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Tools
Developing a People Map

• Pick a “home base” (community 
center, church, park, etc)

• “Draw” the locations in 
proximity that show where 
different groups of people live, 
eat, play, hang-out, go to 
school, etc

• Write a short description of 
them

Our church campus

City where 
people 
commute for 
work

Local coffeeshop with 
open mic niteNew single-family 

homes

Old supermarket

Parking lot where 
skateboarders meet at night

Condos-
many 2nd

generation 
Asian 
families

Soccer fields– youth 
travel games Sat and 
Sun

I-67

Elm Ave



STEP 3: “Viralize” the Vision  
1. Visioning gatherings 

2. Vision Days with Fresh Expressions US 

(ecumenical/broad spectrum)  

3. In House Pioneer Trainings 

4. Preaching/Teaching  

5. Underground Seminary 

6. Pioneer Learning Communities & Generative 

Pioneer Learning Academy  
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STEP 4: Mobilize the 

Congregation.  

-A day/week/period where the  whole church 

is encouraged to “go outside and play.”

-A “steeple to the streets” time. 
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Tools
-Mobilize congregation for Prayer Walking

-The goal is to turn out the Average Worship Attendance.

-On your chosen day(s) visit identified areas: Pray, Observe, Encounter.

Pray: For your community and the people who live there. Taking a prayerful 

posture of listening as you walk, what is God saying?

Observe: Make observations about your community. What is God showing 

you?

Encounter: If you encounter a stranger, smile and engage in a loving 

conversation to make a connection.

Pray. Observe. Encounter. That’s it! This is not about passing out water 

bottles or light bulbs. This is not an outreach event. This is not about getting 

people to come to our churches. This is about getting our churches involved 

in the lives of the people in our communities.





Pray. Observe. Encounter.



THE

THIRD

PLACE



PERSON OF PEACE
Luke 10:5-6



STEP 5: Plan a way for folks to report their 

findings back to the team. Then work with 

the people that engage.
-This information will become crucial in helping the team take the 

next step of a fresh expression, loving and serving.

-For example, we distributed these bulletin inserts to every church in 

the North Central District. At the bottom of the insert is a returnable 

section:
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DISRUPTIVE 

INNOVATION

+

QUALITY CARE 









“THE TIME OF THE PROFESSIONAL 

MINISTER IS OVER – THE TIME OF 

THE MISSIONARY PASTOR HAS 

COME.” 

BISHOP KEN CARTER



Congregation

Community

50/50



Congregation

Community

50/50



Fresh Expressions Start Up Handout





“Cultivating/Grafting” 



UNDERPINNED BY PRAYER, ONGOING LISTENING & 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE WIDER CHURCH

LISTENING
LOVING & 

SERVING
BUILDING 

COMMUNITY

EXPLORING 

DISCIPLESHIP
FORMING 

CHURCH



LISTENING









UNDERPINNED BY PRAYER, ONGOING LISTENING & 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE WIDER CHURCH

LISTENING
LOVING & 

SERVING





UNDERPINNED BY PRAYER, ONGOING LISTENING & 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE WIDER CHURCH

LISTENING
LOVING & 

SERVING
BUILDING 

COMMUNITY





UNDERPINNED BY PRAYER, ONGOING LISTENING & 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE WIDER CHURCH

LISTENING
LOVING & 

SERVING
BUILDING 

COMMUNITY

EXPLORING 

DISCIPLESHIP





Informal Discussion 



Walk with 

me as I 

walk with 

Jesus



As You 

Go



Build a Disciple?



how we think of 
discipleship

how it really is



Socialization Non-formal 

learning 

Formal 

Learning 



Video Discussion:
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Video Reflection:

Any parallels with discipleship?

Post reflections in the comments:
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Blended Ecology

Inherited 
Congregation

Mission Edge

Bridge back

Loving 
& Serving

Listening
Building 

Communi
ty

Exploring 
Disciples

hip

Church 
Takes 
Shape

Do It 
Again

underpinned by prayer, on-going listening, and relationships with the wider church
*Adapted from the 

Diocese of 
Leicester

Bridge out

Br idge back
Bridge back

Bridge out
Br idge out



Work Together for five minutes…

Think about your context:
Do you have a people group God’s putting 

on your heart?
A Third place?

A person of peace? 
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Q & A



Jesus Discipleship Circles

Jesus

The 72
LK 10:1 

Peter, 
James, 

John
Mark 5:37; 

14:33

The 120
Acts 2:4

“Some 
Women” 
Luke 8:1-3

12 Disciples
Luke 6:12-13 

Lazarus, 
Martha, 

Mary
Jn 11:5

Crowds 
Matt 13:2 

World
Mark 16:15



Wildwood Discipleship Circles

Mike & 
Jill

WUMC 
Congregation 

Pioneers

Network of Fresh Expressions 

Pastor 
Team

20 Disciples 

Discipling
US

District

Conference

National 

Kids 





Next Steps

• Prayer and reflection

• Virtual Process sessions: Wednesday, October 21st at 7:00 PM

Wednesday, October 28th at 7:00 PM 

• Innovator Academy application due Saturday, October 31st

• Be in touch!

calla.gilson@nwos-elca.org sarah.schaaf@nwos-elca.org

mailto:calla.gilson@nwos-elca.org
mailto:sarah.schaaf@nwos-elca.org

